SECURE, FLEXIBLE AND HYBRID WORKPLACES FOR EVERYONE

With Infosys' Google Workspace Offering
Cloud workers and hybrid workstyle are keystones in the future-of-work. Employee expectations from their organizations and their technological needs are rapidly evolving. Enterprises are rethinking their strategies to empower their cloud workforce with new style of cloud-first working and a truly consumer-like experience.

Agree that the rapid technology changes have evolved organization’s expectations of employees’ day-to-day work

Consider employee experience as the top factor in decision making

Believe that supporting employees through AI, Cloud, mobility is crucial for organization’s future

Feel their technology needs are constantly changing

65%

71%

73%

73%

GOOGLE WORKSPACE – CONNECT, COLLABORATE & INNOVATE

Google Workspace is playing a vital role in empowering workforce and enabling businesses thrive. It allows the new breed of workforce to work seamlessly across different cloud-based apps and devices, productively connect, collaborate, and innovate —on any device, from any location. Google Workspace along with Google Chrome Enterprise delivers a comprehensive and end-to-end workplace stack that is natively cloud powered, secure, flexible, innovative for people and organizations to achieve more.

**Enterprise Applications**

- Sites, AppSheet and AppScript
  - Ex driven Intranet, Knowledge portals, HR solutions
  - Data driven Apps and Intelligent Automation solutions

**Google Cloud Platform**

- Supports complex business apps, automate legacy business process
- With connected Sheets & BigQuery, to analyze billions of rows & petabytes of data in Sheets

**Device Management**

- Endpoint management
  - Manage organization's device security posture on Android, iOS, and Windows devices using a unified console

- Chrome Enterprise
  - Provides the OS, browser, and devices for organizations to facilitate cloud-power workforce

**BENEFITS**

Adoption of this intuitive, intelligent collaboration solution is beneficial for Work, Workplace, and the Workforce. It offers:

- **Employee Efficiency and Productivity**
  - 15%

- **Capex and Opex savings**
  - 10–15%

- **Security Incident Remediation Costs from Email Malware and Exploits**
  - 15%
Google is easing the enterprises’ changeover to hybrid work. For organizations that are already invested in alternate solutions a phased implementation approach can be used. The co-existence capabilities of Google help expedite the organizations’ transition either incrementally with few workloads migrated at a time or a complete re-platform.

**GOOGLE WORKSPACE ADOPTION STRATEGY**

1. **Explore**
   - Identify workplace efficiency and Gaps for hybrid workstyle
   - Define short-term and long-term strategies
   - Change and adoption strategy

2. **Co-exist**
   - Adopt specific Google Workspace services
   - Establish Co-existence with existing Workplace solutions
   - Replace existing services with Google Workspace

3. **Full replatform**
   - Deploy/Migrate all services to Google Workspace Solutions
   - Organization wide acceptance & cultural change on workplace
   - Develop smart solutions and integrate with LoB apps
   - Define operating model and platform governance

**Use Cases**

- **Explore**
  - Total cost of ownership
  - Simplified IT
  - Adoption & Enablement Strategy

- **Co-exist**
  - Connected Field Worker
  - Shop Floor Coordination
  - Virtual Training
  - Well Being, Learning and Development, and Career Growth
  - Virtual Selling
  - Telehealth
  - Citizen development

- **Full replatform**
  - Legacy collaboration replacement
  - Content Management and Collaboration
  - Modern Workplace
  - Security enhancement

Business scenarios for full re-platform

- **Greenfield Implementation**
- **Merger/De-merger scenarios**
- **Transition from legacy systems or from organizations’ incumbent productivity suite**
INFOSYS SERVICE OFFERINGS

Google Workspace, with collaboration, mobility, and security, at the core, can transform an enterprise into workplaces that are more productive. Infosys Digital Workplace Services, with leadership in modernizing and digitizing enterprise workplaces, rich experience, strong partner relationships and inhouse accelerators, is the right ally to help navigate enterprises through their transformation journeys. We offer:

Consulting and Advisory Services
- Business case development
- Strategy for hybrid workspace
- Change management and user adoption strategy
- Governance strategy

Implementation and Migration Services
- Establish co-existence with existing workplace solutions
- Migration of workloads to Google platform
- Endpoint device deployment
- Enterprise security implementation
- Apps development and integration
- Adopt specific Google Workspace Service

Managed Services
- Help desk and remote operational support
- Desk side support
- Platform management and governance
- Workplace-as-a-Service (Includes DaaS)
- Cloud Desktop Management

THE INFOSYS ADVANTAGE

Infosys equipped with strategic partners, highly skilled and experienced team and in house tools and accelerators is the right ally to help enterprise navigate through their transformation journey.

Google Premier Partner
Infosys & Google Cloud Alliance with 360-degree relationship

Digital Workplace Professionals
1000+ Workplace professional for transformation & Managed services

Google Certified and Experienced Team
15K architects, leads and developers trained with 2000+ certified Google Professionals.

In-house Tools, Accelerators, and ready Blueprints
Infosys Workplace Suite for Google – Service Ticket Automation, Migration Factory, O365 & AD assessment accelerators

OUR GOOGLE WORKSPACE SUCCESS STORY

Workplace Transformation for UK Based Renewable Energy Firm
Faced with a business carve-out, an agile, scalable, and cost effective NextGen workplace platform, focused on attracting the next gen employees, was the major priority for the renewable energy firm. Infosys, rising to the challenge, designed and transitioned the organization to a Google Chromebook Enterprise and Google Workspace. The solution enabled the organization to onboard users in quickly, efficiently and with minimal change management needs. The cloud-based apps offer content collaboration and communication which is seamless and effectual. The cloud capability of the solution ensured the solution was deployed deftly during the Covid lockdown with minimal impact.

Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 35,000 cloud assets, over 300 industry cloud solution blueprints and a thriving community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes baked into every solution delivered.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com